
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
ONE&ONLY SPA  
 

Inspired by the profound wisdom of nature and this exquisite natural environment, the 
One&Only Spa embodies a distinct sense of place; a respite from the world; a place to rest, 
rebalance and renew. 

The spa menu has been created from the heart; with your wellbeing and delight at the core of 
our intention. Our skilled and compassionate therapists are ‘attendants to mind, body and soul’, 
trained in time honored customs and specialised techniques. The therapies weave a journey of 
reconnection, health and transformation.   

Step into a haven of harmonious textures and elements that provide the tranquil space for your 
wellness experience. Within the spa area, there is a complement of change rooms, a dry heat 
sauna, wet steam room, cool vitality pool and quiet relaxation lounges.  

Our exclusive skincare collection by Amala, harmonises refined luxury with artisanal craft and 
each formula is powered by highly concentrated, intelligent blends of the world’s most precious, 
nutrient-rich, organic botanical actives.  

We invite you to escape, enrich & enlighten.  

 
Adjoining the spa, is our cutting edge hair salon, brow boutique and make up studio. Our hair 
stylists and aesthetic experts have a passion for enhancing your style through the clever use of 
make up, eye brow shaping and hair cuts and colours. Enjoy a bit of fun, glamour and even a 
refreshing new look.  

 
Our state of the art fitness centre is motivated by holistic specialists, dedicated to helping you 
realise your goals, whether that be better posture, a quieter mind or a stronger, fitter and more 
flexible physique. Offering both private and group classes as well as retreats, your One&Only 
vacation promises an experience in total wellness.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A SENSE OF PLACE 

 
Inspired by the endless sunshine, the azure ocean and tropical rainforests, we offer exquisite 
signature rituals and a distinct sense of place. 

 
Ocean Dreaming (90 Mins) - Ocean Massage * 

Relaxing, warm waves of touch, deliver complete comfort and relief as you drift to the sound of 
the ocean and the caress of a gentle breeze. For an experience to remember, that is no where 
else in the world, we invite you to float, imagine and unwind.      

 
Rainforest Retreat - (90 Mins) Rainforest Cabana Massage * 

The canopy of the rainforest and the chorus of nature set the ambiance for a stunning 
experience. Sweeping massage strokes with rocking movements and assisted stretching, coax 
away knots and tension allowing the mind to become calm.  

 
Sun Salutation (90/120 Mins) - Thai Yoga Massage * 

Performed in one of our spectacular outdoor destinations, this thai yoga massage weaves a 
sequence of deeply healing stretches, rhythmic acupressure and gentle rocking moves for a 
profound release on many levels. On the comfort of a futon and wearing loose clothes this 
experience can be gentle and deeply restorative or more vigorous and energising.  

 
Ngaro Ritual (120/150 Mins) - Poultice Massage, Scalp, Reflexology * 

Rare and sacred oils are infused into poultices of aromatic herbs and spices, which are then 
steamed and applied in a kneading and rolling motion along the body's energy pathways. The 
moist and nutrient rich comfort of this massage soothes aches and pains, and in balance, 
reflexology of the feet completes this timeless journey.  

 
•Note: Therapies marked with an asterix (*) can be performed as a couple’s treatment. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



REST, REBALANCE & RENEW  

 
Rest, rebalance and renew with cleansing body polishes, softening baths and enriching cocoons. 
For a little more spa love and add one of these therapies when having a massage or facial. 

 
BODY POLISH (30 Mins)  
Delight the senses with a cleansing exfoliation performed under the warm flow of a Vichy 
shower. 

 
Rest - Surrender to the sweet aromatics of Chai, blended with finely ground walnut.  
Rebalance - Luxuriate in a precious gold and pearl AHA body wash of skin softening properties.  
Renew - Revive and detoxify with a gentle exfoliant made of myrtle, hyssop and crushed olive 
stone.  
  
BODY COCOON (45 Mins)  
The tingling sensation of skin brushing prepares your body for a nurturing cocoon of warmth and 
wellness. As you dissolve into bliss, the soothing touch of a pressure point head massage 
delivers total contentment.  

 
Rest - Breathe deep with a warm Chai mask blended of mineral clay, clove, ginger and 
cinnamon.  
Rebalance - Soften body and mind with an envelope of white kaolin clay blended with the finest 
plant oils and extracts.  
Renew - Cleanse the spirit with a cocoon of sea algae, spirulina and a detoxifying blend of 
essential oils.  

 
BATH BUTLER (30 Mins)  
Arrive to soft music, candlelight, gentle fragrances and a steaming warm bath. Our bath butler 
will prepare the bath in your room so that you can be left to soak in comfort and privacy.  

 
Rest - Retreat into the ‘scentual’ and softening warmth of a tangerine and vanilla bath milk for 
pure heaven.   
Rebalance - Immerse in a replenishing, aromatic bath of myrtle, witch hazel and sea salts to 
awaken the senses.  
Renew - Slip into a soothing warm bath of fragrant essential oils for complete rejuvenation.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXPERIENCE RITUAL 

 
Complimentary therapies interweave to create quintessential rituals of enchantment.  

 
Restful Ritual (120 Mins) - Hawaiian Hot Stone, Chi Nei Tsang  

The harmony of long massage strokes with the warmth of volcanic stones inspires a deeply 
rested state. Flowing to music with your therapist using hands, forearms, elbows and tai chi style 
movements, this nurturing journey also incorporates the elements of Chi Nei Tsang to release 
tension held in the abdomen and encourage the flow of Qi for healing and restoration.  

 
Rebalance Ritual (120 Mins) - Foot Cleanse, Back Polish & Hot Stone Massage, Facial, Scalp * 

This enchanting ritual commences with a detoxifying foot treatment, followed by an exfoliation 
and hot stone massage for the back. Feeling calm and relieved the next step is a personalised 
facial, complimented with a pressure point face and scalp massage. The result is re-hydrated, 
revitalised skin, and a sense of deep relaxation for mind and body. 

 
Renew Ritual (120 Mins) - Vichy Shower with Poultice, Body Lotion, Facial, Scalp  

As you surrender to a rainfall of warm water, your therapist will release tense muscles and 
cleanse the skin using a smooth compress of white tea, milk, jojoba oil and gentle herbs. The 
poultice ball glides over your body and is used to apply circular kneading motions into areas of 
tightness. Upon drying off, a silky body lotion and a hydrating facial with scalp treatment delivers 
total infusion.   

 
Amala Ritual (180 Mins) - Polish, Wrap, Facial * 

This ‘aromatherapeutic’ ritual begins with a rich body polish of wild crafted botanicals, before 
your initiation into a comforting cocoon of pink clay. As your body absorbs the healing qualities 
of the minerals within the clay, a scalp massage releases a busy mind. After cleansing under a 
shower, your countenance is transformed with a bespoke facial and a shoulder massage. A 
promise of pure bliss.  

 
Rhythm Ritual (90 Mins) - Four Handed Massage 

The skilled hands of two therapists flow in synchronised harmony for a unique tension releasing 
full body therapy. Using long, sweeping movements, this treatment incorporates warm oils, 
gentle stretches and rocking movements and is finished with the balancing effect of a head and 
foot massage. Experience twice the calm in half the time. 

 
•Note: Therapies marked with an asterix (*) can be performed as a couple’s treatment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



EXPERIENCE RESTORATION 

 
Rest, rebalance or renew with a selection of therapies that have been created with your every 
need in mind.  

 
Baby Bloom (90 Mins) - Foot Bath, Facial, Hand & Foot Therapy * 

In the nurturing hands of an experienced therapist this sublime ritual begins with a fragrant foot 
bath before you are guided into a supportive reclined posture. As you slip into a timeless place, 
enjoy a bespoke facial using Vedic marma point facial massage along with a lush hand and foot 
therapy to harmonise the delicate rhythm between mother and child.  

 Jet Set Revival (60 Mins) - Foot Soak & Massage, Express Facial, Eye Inspire * 

Step off the plane and right into the spa with a therapy that revives the tired traveller. This 
express therapy includes a reviving foot soak and stimulating foot to knee massage, followed by 
an express facial and eye treatment to infuse moisture back into the skin. We then recommend a 
walk on the beach to earth your energy and land into a new time zone.   

 
Muscle Melt (75 Mins) - Clay Mask, Scalp, Vichy Massage 

A muscle soothing clay, blended with a warming massage oil is applied all over the body before 
you are cosily cocooned and invited to relax as a hair mask is massaged into the scalp to further 
enhance the tension dissolving effect. Warm streams of water are gently introduced as the layers 
of the cocoon are peeled away and massage strokes serve to cleanse and relax.  

 
Slim & Sculpt (90 Mins) - Body Brush, Drainage Massage, Contouring Cocoon * 

Slip into a bikini or that special occasion with complete confidence. This slimming treatment 
entails vigorous skin brushing to stimulate the lymphatic system, fluid drainage massage 
techniques and a contouring cocoon of active algae to release impurities and firm the skin. In 
completion a specialised body lotion tones and tightens the skin.    

 
Sun Soother (60 Mins) - Body Mist, Cooling Serums, Facial Cleanse * 

Escape the heat to cool and repair sun damaged skin with this exquisite treatment of precious 
serums and gels, which entail a body misting, our hydrating amethyst and copper peptide 
envelopment and vitamin C & E facial repair therapy.  

 

 •Note: Therapies marked with an asterix (*) can be performed as a couple’s treatment. 
Whilst these therapies have been created with various needs in mind, anybody can enjoy these 
treatments.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



EXPERIENCE FACIALS  

 Enhance your natural beauty and nurture your skin back to glowing health with a luxurious facial 
experience. Our potent scentual skincare is rooted in advanced plant chemistry and artisinal 
craft, to work in total synergy with the body - optimizing the skin's ability to repair and refine 
itself.  

 
 Bespoke Facial (90 Mins) - Includes Marma Point Massage or Two Masks  
Support and nourish the skin with the healing properties of natural botanicals and specialty 
extracts, which are complimented with a Marma pressure point massage for deeper restoration. 
This divine facial is customised to take your skin on a journey specific to your needs. Emerge 
looking and feeling both balanced and radiant.  

 Delicate Facial (60/ 90 Mins) - Includes Marma Point Massage  
Soothe and calm sensitive, red or reactive skin with natures purest and most comforting 
botanicals. Desert Fig Seed Oil, Organic Nopal Leaf, Argan Seed Oil and Moroccan Chamomile, 
along with other healing plant essences, infuse the skin with moisture to gently strengthen and 
protect.     

 Purifying Facial (60/ 90 Mins) - Includes Two Masks 
Restore balance and clarity to congested, oily or combination skin with the cleansing properties 
of plants and flowers of Eastern Asia. Rice Germ, Blue Lotus and Bamboo detoxify skin, whilst 
Wild-crafted Tiger Grass, Tonka and Aloe, Ginger and Lemon heal blemishes and promote a 
pure, clear and healthy complexion.  

 Hydrating Facial (60/ 90 Mins) - Includes Two Masks 
Quench dry and dehydrated skin with the replenishing properties of flowers and fruits from the 
South Pacific. Custom distilled Jasmine, along with organic Papaya, Jojoba and Shea Butter will 
impart lasting hydration. Clove bud, Lychee, Rosewood and the healing power of Jasmine 
retexturise the complexion for a soft, dewy finish.     

 Rejuvenating Facial (60/90 Mins) - Includes Two Masks 
Nourish and revive mature, dull or tired skin with rich, bio botanical actives that stimulate 
collagen synthesis. This ultra luxe facial utilises potent anti oxidants, peptides and essential fatty 
acids from the fruits and plants of the Amazon. Organic cocoa bean, acai and muru muru butter 
stimulate cell renewal and circulation and the skin is nourished back to healthy radiance.  

 Brightening Facial (60/90 Mins) - Includes Two Masks 
Treat skin pigmentation and uneven tone with peptide rich masks, a luxurious anti oxidant facial 
massage and a series of skin brightening serums and moisturisers made from alpine herbs and 
other specialty plants to leave your complexion radiant and balanced.  

 Firming Facial (60/90 Mins) - Includes Marma Point Massage  
Restore the luminosity and firmness to your face and achieve a glamorous effect. The purifying 
properties of plant compresses and sun-dried sea algae applied as a peel off mask work their 
magic to boost elastin and lift and smooth the skin for that special occasion.  

 Additional Enhancements - Add an extra touch to complement your facial:  
Eye Inspire (Added In)  
Hair & Scalp Ritual (30 Mins)  
Back, Neck & Shoulder Massage (30 Mins)  

 



EXPERIENCE MASSAGE  

 Rest, rebalance and renew with the healing power of massage. Your therapy will begin with a 
consultation to evaluate your lifestlye and the desired outcome of your treatment, after which 
you are invited to close your eyes, breathe and receive.   

 
Swedish Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  

Surrender into stillness with a gentle full body oil massage, based on traditional Swedish 
techniques and therapeutic strokes. This light massage gives the simple and yet profound gift of 
touch, which in itself, is curative for mind, body and soul. 

 Aromatic Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  

Inspire the senses as you are indulged in a blend of essential oils to relax, rebalance or renew. 
This holistic therapy enhances health on many levels balances emotional wellbeing.  

 
Remedial Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  

By definition the very word remedial means to cure, restore or improve. As such the focus of this 
massage is to apply a variety of trigger point techniques to release stubborn knots and work on 
muscular strains and injuries. A very good choice for anyone wanting to release particular areas 
of the body.  

 Deep Tissue Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  

The very firm and rhythmic pressure of this full body massage is ideal for sports enthusiasts, 
anyone with deep-seated tension or general muscle tightness. Blood flow is encouraged, toxins 
are flushed and athletic performance is improved. The satisfaction of receiving a good deep 
massage makes it a popular choice for many guests.  

 Hot Stone Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  
Therapeutic heat is slowly released into the deeper layers of muscle as warm stones, bathed in 
oils and held in the palms of your therapist, glide over the body. This deeply soothing 
experience is wonderful for circulation, the relief of stiff joints and anyone who loves a little 
warmth and wellness.  

 
Pre-Natal Massage (60/ 90 Mins) *  

In the safe and caring hands of an experienced therapist, this supportive and relaxing massage 
caters to the needs of expectant mothers to bring ease and comfort during this sacred time.  

 Monsoon Massage (60 Mins) - Vichy Massage  

A warm affusion of flowing water synchronised with a firm massage and coconut milk poultices 
delivers a sublime sense of floating on water, restoring balance to the nervous system and 
uplifting the spirit.  

 
Additional Enhancements - Add an extra touch to complement your body massage:  

Body Polish (30 mins)  

Body Cocoon (45 Minutes)  

Stretching Program (60 mins)  

 
 



EXPERIENCE TRADITION 

 Drawing on exotic healing modalities and philosophies from around the world, we invite you to 
experience tradition. Your journey will commence with a personal consultation before you are 
invited to relax and dream of lands far away.  

 
Hawaiian Bodywork (90/120 Mins)  

This transformational style of bodywork flows to music, whereby the practitioner uses their 
hands, forearms and elbows to give the massage. They may even dance around the table using 
hula or tai chi style movements. As your therapist harmonises to the natural rhythms of your 
whole being, you are safely supported in the release of stress, depression, exhaustion, confusion 
and even grief or loss. A beautiful experience for anyone that needs a little nurturing through 
difficult times.   

 
Thai Massage (90/120 Mins)  

This fully clothed massage is performed on a futon, with your therapist using their hands, knees, 
legs and feet to move with you through a series of supportive stretches. Acupressure and muscle 
compression is also engaged to open up the meridians, with this fusion resulting in abundant 
energy, improved flexibility and a complete release for all joints and muscles.  

 
Shiatsu (60/90 Mins) 

This treatment is a Japanese form of Bodywork, performed as a rhythmic sequence, using finger, 
thumb and palm pressure applied along the energetic pathways of the body. No oil is used and 
wearing light clothes allows your therapist to localise the points of stimulation. Shiatsu calms the 
nervous system, assists with poor circulation and alleviates general aches and pains.   

 Reiki Healing (60/90 Mins) 

This healing spiritual technique from Japan uses the life force energy to balance the physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual aspects within. As you relax into a very quiet space, your 
practitioner will be intuitively guided to gently rest their palms on or above the body where 
healing ki-energy is most needed. A sense of peace, security and wellbeing is restored. 

 Foot Reflexology (60/90 Mins) 

This essential element of Chinese wellbeing concentrates on feet and ankles, which hold a map 
of points that correspond to the organs and systems of the body. As your therapist uses thumbs 
and fingers to massage and press on these acupressure points the feet are revived, stress is 
alleviated and a good nights sleep is certain. 

 
Chi Nei Tsang (60/90 Mins)  

This ancient Taoist massage works directly over the navel and abdominal area where stress, 
tension and negative emotions accumulate. Chi Nei Tsang releases the energy that is trapped 
within this internal 'tightness' so that it can flow again and thus restore vital life force or 'Qi" to 
the entire body. This profound treatment supports and strengthens the entire digestive system, 
promotes lymphatic drainage and balances your emotional state.  

 
 •Note: Please speak to our Spa Concierge if you wish to experience Tradition as a couple’s 
treatment.  

 
 



MASCULINE ZONE  

 Rest and recovery is crucial to peak performance, and our spa therapies can fast track you into 
the 'chill out zone'. Your spa session begins with a consultation to qualify your key requirements, 
and then its your time to switch off and unwind.  
Gentlemen, for most comfortable results please shave approximately two hours before a facial.  

 
Fit Skin Facial (60 Mins) - Facial  

Keep your skin fit with a facial specifically formulated to cleanse, nourish and strengthen the 
male complexion. This tension dissolving treatment includes cleansing, compressing, exfoliation, 
specialised concentrates, a moisturiser and a fantastic scalp and face massage. You will look 
younger, feel better and be completely revived.  

 Resilience Plus Facial (90 Mins) - Back Cleanse, Facial 

Begin your time out, with a detoxifying back scrub and clay mask to heal blemishes and clear 
skin. The back cleanse then follows with a customised facial that will oxygenate dull skin and 
rescue the face from the harsh effects of shaving. To top it off, a head, neck and shoulder 
massage restores your sense of resilience.   

 Macho Express (90 Mins) - Back Massage, Express Facial, Hand & Foot Grooming 

For the no fuss male, we offer the stress release back massage, an express facial treatment, scalp 
therapy and hand and foot grooming. The bare essentials for any man who works or plays for a 
living.   

 
Time Out Tonic (90/120 Mins) - Deep Tissue Stone Massage, Vichy Scrub 

Relieve muscular aches and pains with a deep pressure massage using a synergy of movements 
and techniques combined with the added strokes of warm basalt stones. Then stretch out with a 
foaming Vichy shower scrub, reminiscent of a Turkish bath. Emerge relaxed and fresh.  

 
Masculine Manicure (45 Mins)  
Visit our Pedi:Mani:Cure Studio for the best in hand and nail grooming along with a thorough 
massage of arms.  

 Performance Pedicure (60 Mins) 
Visit our Pedi:Mani:Cure Studio for a very satisfying pedicure as developed by Bastien Gonzalez, 
the 'foot virtuoso'.   

 
He Wax - Yes we can wax, clip and tidy most areas. Please see our price list for descriptions.  

 
Note: Even though the treatments above have been created with a focus on mantherapy, please 
know that almost all treatments on this spa menu are suitable for men.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



EXPERIENCE BESPOKE 

 
With an extensive menu of spa services, our Spa Concierge can prepare a Bespoke Experience 
to reflect your personal needs and preferences as well as catering to special requests. Herein we 
list some ideas to whett your imagination.   

 
Bespoke Destinations  

Choose from one of the spectacular locations on and around the island for your destination spa 
experience. Imagine a sunset, a private beach, a rainforest canopy, the lullaby of nature, the 
caress of a tropical breeze, a private romantic suite and more. All of this is possible with 
advanced booking and providing weather permits.   

 
Bespoke Brides and Maids  

Step into your special day with a complete ritual of glamour. Choose from smoothing body 
polishes, softening or slimming wraps, massages, facials, manicures and pedicures, waxing, 
tinting, tanning, hair styling, lashes and make up. Our experienced aesthetics team will have you 
glowing with inner and outer radiance.  

 
Bespoke Grooms and Men 

Reserve some time, make no decisions and leave the rest to us. We can offer steam rooms, body 
scrubs, mud wraps, vichy showers, massages, facials, scalp treatments, manicures, pedicures, 
waxing and hair services. Not to mention health and fitness support. Just name your preferences 
and our spa concierge will customise a masculine grooming experience.   

 
Bespoke Wellness 

Allow our wellness concierge to coordinate a healthy schedule of activities, dietary requests and 
therapies to support your goals for wellbeing. With our expert team and comprehensive 
selection of services, your One&Only vacation promises a total experience in wellness to leave 
you truly rested, rebalanced and renewed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SUITE RETREAT  

 
In our contemporary world of pressures and commitments it is essential to pause. With it's 
natural environment, exceptional facilities and expert team, One&Only Hayman is the perfect 
setting for a luxurious wellness vacation that allows you to rest, rebalance and renew. Our 
retreats take place in the privacy of a day suite.  

 
Mindfulness Retreat 

Escape and take rest from the pressures of every day life. This retreat is well suited to people 
who need to unwind after being exposed to long periods of stress, and who want to learn time 
honoured techniques in mindfulness. We teach practical skills for stress resilience and peak 
performance, whilst also taking you on a journey of deeply restorative spa therapies.  
 
Lifestyle Consultation (1 Hr)  
Yoga/Stretch/Qi Gong (1 Hr)  

Morning Tea * 
Ngaro Ritual (2 Hrs) - Poultice Massage, Scalp, Reflexology  

Healthy Lunch (90 Mins) * 
Chi Nei Tsang (1 Hr)  

Bespoke Facial (1 Hr)  
Afternoon Tea * 

Meditation/Breathing (1 Hr)  

 

 

 
 
Rejuvenation Retreat  
Refresh and renew with a holistic program that includes anti-ageing therapies, natural aesthetic 
touches and ancient Taoist rejuvenation techniques that work internally. Improve longevity and 
aging bio-markers by learning the key to ageing well, and revive face and body with selected 
spa therapies that promote renewal and the enhancement of your best features.  
 
Lifestyle Consultation (1 Hr)  

Pranayama/Yoga/Qi Gong (1 Hr)  
Morning Tea * 

Luxe Retreat (2.5 Hrs) - Polish, Wrap, Scalp, Massage 
Healthy Lunch (60 Minutes) * 

Baby Bloom (2.5 Hrs) - Facial, Hand & Foot Therapy  
Afternoon Tea * 

Brow & Lash Couture  
Additional Extras: Sun Glow Tan, Hairstyling & Makeover  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXPERIENCE HEALING  

 
Specialist therapies designed by holistic experts go beyond mind, body and emotions.  

 
Didgeridoo Sound Healing (60 Mins)  

Indigenous Australians traditionally used the didgeridoo for ceremonial, therapeutic and festive 
reasons. As you relax and close your eyes surrounded by the hypnotic tones of the didgeridoo 
the ultrasound frequencies deliver deep healing for mind, body and soul.   

 
Crystal Bowl Healing (60 Mins)  

Pure crystal bowls produce a rich, pure, vibrant tone that can generate deep feeling states of 
relaxation and wellbeing, activating the body’s self-generative healing response. Surrounded by 
sound and from this place of relaxation or restoration, recipients can be easily guided into deep 
meditative states to explore emotional release and resolution or to experience inner awareness 
of one’s greater being.  

 
Chakra Healing (90 Mins)  

A deeply meditative experience, this treatment focuses on optimising energy flow through the 7 
main energy centres, or chakras, in the body, using a combination of reiki, pranic healing 
methods, and the placement of specific crystals on the body. The chakras often hold emotional 
and energetic blocks, and this treatment can result in the surfacing and release of old traumas 
held in the body. Held in a safe and supportive environment this process allows for a release of 
stories and memories that may be draining precious vitality reserves. 

 
Meditation Massage (60/90 Mins)  

Deepen your relaxation and inner awareness with a massage enhanced through breathwork, 
visualisation and pranayama techniques. Our specialty therapist guides you through various 
forms of meditation while massaging. Be prepared to be thoroughly relaxed and energised. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXPERIENCE CONNECTION 

 'To love and be loved is to feel the sun from both sides.' - David Viscott  

 
Enjoy spa treatments together in a couples rooms or in your own private spa suite by special request.  

 Luxe Retreat (150 Mins) - Polish, Wrap, Scalp, Massage 

This sublime ritual inspired by the Mediterannean and Arabian summer begins with a body polish, 
before you are cosily wrapped in a cocoon of Rhassoul clay. As your body absorbs the healing 
qualities of the minerals within the clay, a scalp massage relieves a tired mind. After cleansing under a 
shower you are invited to succumb to the warmth and weight of a hot stone massage.  

 YinYang Ritual (120 Mins) - Massage, Facial  

The nature of yin-yang is an interplay of feminine and masculine and the balance there is when both 
coexist. This ritual begins with an 'aromantic' massage of warm oils blended for their aphrodisiac 
effect. A bespoke facial made of wildcrafted botanicals and specialty extracts adds to this deeply 
restorative journey, which closes with a scalp massage for complete balance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



PEDI:MANI:CURE STUDIO by Bastien Gonzalez  

 French podiatrist, Bastien Gonzalez is internationally recognised for his unique and glamorous 
approach to foot therapies. With a holistic focus on the wellbeing and beauty of feet, hands and 
nails, Bastien has personally selected and trained specific therapists to perform his protocols to 
the standard of excellence for which he is renowned.  

 
We invite you to experience our Pedi:Mani:Cure Studio.  

 Bastien Duo (75 Mins)  

This synchronised four-hands treatment gives attention to nails, hands, feet, legs and arms for 
the ultimate in luxury and relaxation.  

 
Bastien Pedicure (60 Mins)  

An overall pedicure with a gentle nail buffing treatment that restores natural beauty to the nails; 
a skin treatment to eliminate irregularities and dryness of the feet; and a genuine massage from 
the toes to the knees delivers relief for tension and heaviness.  

 
Bastien Manicure (45 Mins)  

An outstanding manicure in three steps: cuticle and nail treatment, including a natural beauty 
finish to the nails and a thorough massage of the forearms, wrists, hands and fingers.  

 
Foot Refoundation - Foot & Leg Massage (35 Mins)  

For total wellbeing of feet and legs, this truly relaxing massage works from the toes to the knees 
with a focus on muscle tension, join mobility, blood circulation, skin elasticity and the swollen 
soles of the feet.  

 
Global Refoundation - Leg & Arm Massage (35 Mins)  

Two therapists work in synchronistic harmony from toes to knees and fingers to elbows in this 
unique fusion of relaxation. A sensation of lightness is experienced as legs and arms are relieved 
of muscle tension and heaviness.  

 
Colour/French Touch (20/30 Mins)  

Should you wish to complete your manicure or pedicure with an extra touch of glamour, you 
may select from our array of coloured lacquers.   

 Classic Manicure (60 Mins)  
This classic style manicure includes a hand soak, exfoliation, nail and cuticle tidy, hand massage 
and polish application.  

 Classic Pedicure (60 Mins)  
Our classic pedicure includes a foot soak, exfoliation, heel pumice, nail and cuticle tidy, massage 
and polish application.  

 
 

 
 



STYLE AND GLAMOUR 

 One&Only offers a cutting edge hair salon, a glamour make up studio and other finishing 
touches. Our hair stylists and aesthetic experts have a passion for enhancing your style through 
the clever use of make up and haircuts and colours. 

 
Hair Cuts & Styling  

Discover the art of style with experts in precision, mastery and contemporary artistic creation.  

 
Mens & Ladies Cuts  

Wash & Blow Dry  

Special Occasion Styling  

 
Technical Services  

Transform and enhance your look through the clever application of colours suited to your own 
personal expression.  
 
Regrowth Touches 

Lowlights & Highlights  

Colour Change  

 
Hair & Scalp Ceremony  

Inspired by the art of Shiatsu, luxurious scalp and hair ceremonies nourish hair back to glossy 
lustre.  
 
Rest  

Rebalance  
Renew  

 Children's Services  
Our stylists look after the whole family, including the little people and young adults. There are 
chapters in life that deserve to be remembered and our salon team like to add a bit of wow for 
these One&Only moments.  
Bub's First Hair Cut  
Children and Young Adults 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FINISHING TOUCHES  

 It’s the finishing touches that bring the inner peace to outer radiance.   

 
Make Over (30 Mins) 
Breathe new life and luminosity into your your look with an advanced makeover. We have 
selected Youngblood, a pure luxurious mineral range that allows the skin to breathe, will not 
cause irritation and is ideal for our temperate climate. Achieve the perfect photo finish 
complexion every time.    

 Lash Artistry (15 Mins) 
Add an extra touch of glamour and accentuate your eyes with a natural or dramatic set of Smiink 
lashes.  

 Sun Kissed Tan (30 Mins)  

Bare your best beach body and get the holiday glow, with our exclusive tan, created by James 
Read, Celebrity tanning artist. This sun kissed tan looks so natural and will leave your skin feeling 
nurtured and vibrant. For best results we recommend having a body polish first.  

 
Waxing and Tinting  
Our therapists respect your privacy and take the utmost care to make your waxing service 
comfortable. As treatment time can vary according to the extent of waxing required, we like to 
offer an extra touch of pampering if there is extra time to do so.  

 MINE Luxury Nail Lacquer  

This precious elements polish is handmade using the finest raw materials in the world. Each 
colour is richly pigmented and is the pinnacle of luxury, style and perfection. Finish feet or hands 
in 24K gold, fine silver or graphite. These colours are the pinnacle of sophisticated refinement.  

 OPI Gel Nail Colour 
Applied directly to the nail in the same way a polish is applied, the Gel nail lacquer is then UV-
cured so that it sets quickly and provides flawless colour for up to two weeks or more. Please 
note we do not offer acrylic nail services.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXPERIENCE GROWING UP 

 Girls  
Growing up is about discovery and being your own kind of beautiful! This selection of experiences 
have been designed for young ladies aged 6 to 16. Duty of care does require that an adult be 
present or join in on the fun. A perfect treat for Mums and Daughters.         

 Femme Facial (60 Mins) - Express Facial & Skin Lesson  
This cleansing and balancing facial, bursting with organic plant essences will reveal a glowing 
complexion. Our caring beauty specialist will also analyse your skin type and share tips and lessons 
on how to keep your gorgeous glow all of the time.    

 
Girl Glam (45 Mins) - Make Up & Lesson  
A smile is the best make up any girl can wear, but its also fun to play with some colour. Come and 
try on a different look or enhance your natural glow and learn the tricks of the trade from our make 
up artist. A fabulous girly session. 

 Brow Boutique (15 Mins) - Eyebrow Styling  
Be the belle of the brow and allow our stylist to tweak, shape and create the prettiest fit for your 
face.  

 
Love Your Locks (30 Mins) - Hair Therapy  
This pampering hair therapy includes a luxury wash, scalp massage and nourishing hair mask for 
soft, shiny locks.  

 
Mini Mani (30 Mins)  
A warm compress cleanses the hands before a tidy up treatment for cuticles and nails prepares 
fingers for a touch of polish.  

 
Pretty Pedi (30 Mins)  

A fragrant foot compress is followed with a nail and cuticle treatment for tidy toes. A shea butter 
foot massage, finished with a pretty polish application will have you stepping out in style.  

 Pamper Party (150 Mins) - Hair Therapy, Makeover, Brow Tweak, Mini Mani, Pedi  

For the perfect treat, we combine a makeover, brow tweak, hair treat, mini mani and pretty pedi. 
This is ideal for mothers and daughters, sisters or friends. Share fun, laughter and memories. 

 Boys  
Growing into manhood is about discovery and knowing your potential. This selection of 
treatments, are a taster for young men aged 6 to 16. Duty of care does require that an adult be 
present or join in on the game. A good way to bond as Father and Son.        

 Fit Facial (45 Mins)  

This facial is formulated to treat breakouts and cleanse the skin.  

 De-Stress Massage (45 Mins)  

Try out a scalp, back and foot massage for a great de-stress treatment. 

 
 



 

EXPERIENCE MINDFULNESS 

 The simple, but compelling, act of mindful living offers an invaluable tool to cope with the pace 
of modern day living. Mindfulness reduces stress, improves sleep, cognitive function and 
balances the emotions. Under the guidance of intuitive practitioners and using the beautiful 
outdoor environment we invite you to reconnect, restore and renew.  
 

  

Meditation *  

Restore a sense of balance and peace with the help of a guided meditation. This mindfulness 
practice is for those who would like to learn about meditation in its many forms, or for the person 
that appreciates the guidance of an experienced practitioner. Slowing the mind has a profound 
effect on wellbeing, relieves anxiety and improves stress resilience.   

 
Yoga * 

Set in the fresh air amidst the beauty of our natural environment, this is a wonderful place to 
begin learning yoga or to workshop your own practice with an expert. The class will be adapted 
to your level and can be relaxing or invigorating. Weaving breath, movement and meditation into 
a sequence of postures, yoga leaves you with a sense of grace and gratitude.  

 
Dynamic Pilates * 

With a focus on breath, mindfulness and coordination, the Pilates Reformer creates a unique and 
varied exercise environment. Working on a sophisticated system of resistance, the exercises 
enhance overall strength, range of movement, core stability and postural alignment.  

 
Fascia Stretch Therapy *  

This therapy is a complete, full body approach of assisted joint mobilisation and innovative 
stretching. It is appropriate for athletes, active and sedentary people of all ages and an excellent 
process to reduce soreness from over-training, chronic injury and restriction. With more flexibility 
and range of motion the entire body can relax, breathe and move with more ease.                                 

 
Breathing  
Many ancient proverbs recognised breathing as the key to a long life, a steady mind and a 
connection to the heart. Knowing how to breathe well has many profound effects on the nervous 
system, the body's alkaline balance and vitality. This one-to-one practice explores various styles 
of ancient and scientific modalities that may change the way you live and feel forever.  

 
Qi Gong  
Based in Chinese Medicine, this gentle form of movement cultivates energy, slows the aging 
process and softens the effect of stress. Nourishing mind, body and spirit, Qi Gong is a profound 
form of healing that is often prescribed for chronic fatigue. Enjoy connecting into your senses and 
becoming truly present as you are guided through this beautiful art form.  

 

 Share: Most sessions can be shared as a couple. See pricelist for details.  
Package: Commit to your health and purchase a package of three, five or seven sessions. See 
pricelist for details.  
 
 
 



EXPERIENCE MOVEMENT  

 Our state of the art fitness centre is motivated by holistic Bodyism specialists, dedicated to 
helping you realise your goals, whether that be better posture, a quieter mind or a stronger, 
fitter and more flexible physique. Offering both private and group classes as well as retreats, 
your One&Only vacation can help you reshape, recharge and renew.  

 Bodyism Oracle Evaluation (60 Minutes) * 
Discover your individual blueprint and find the answers to your physical challenges. This 
consultation involves a review of your current lifestyle, nutritional program and movement 
patterns, along with a specialised hormone assessment. Based on this information you will 
receive a report identifying the root causes preventing you from having optimal health, and a 
personalised program to correcting those imbalances so that you can achieve your goal for a 
happy, healthy and lean body.  

 
Bespoke Bodyism (60 Minutes) * 
Bodyism specializes in creating long, lean, healthy bodies. This is achieved by building health 
through our customized nutritional protocols and one-to-one movement and exercise programs. 
Combined with our bespoke range of Clean & Lean supplements and health drinks that are 
specifically designed to strip fat, enhance health and increase performance. 

 
Personal Training (60 Minutes) 

Our trainers are qualified to guide, inspire and motivate in most fitness programs. A exercise 
session and guide can be customised according to your focus, whether that be more strength, 
weight loss, improved fitness, rehabilitation or general wellbeing. For some this is a discovery 
into the science of effective training, while for others it is a motivated training session.   

 
Beach Bootcamp (60 Minutes)  
Get motivated with a fun and ferocious outdoor activity that incorporates all sorts of drills to 
develop speed, agility and strength. Intense interval training dramatically improves fitness and 
working out in the sun and sand provides a fantastic environment for primal movement, earthing 
and a healthy dose of Vitamin D.  

 
Boxing (30 Minutes) * 
Boxing provides a high-intensity, power routine that requires focus and determination. Achieve 
optimal physical fitness, while sculpting arms, core and legs. Great for anyone who needs to 
burn off some calories, lethargy or frustration.  

 
Ballet Barre (60 Minutes) *  

Sidle up to the bar with this ballet inspired workout. A combination of small, isolated movements 
that target the legs and bottom, burn calories and sculpt muscles. Barre also improves posture 
and flexibility and the result is a beautifully strong, sculpted and lean physique.  

 Stand Up Paddle (60 Minutes)  

Stay tan, fit and healthy with this athletic sport from Hawaii. Core muscles are activated due to 
the instability, and while paddling, you work on conditioning your back, arms, legs and even 
your toes and feet. Fun, uplifting and relaxing. 

 
 
 
 



TRX Training  
TRX training meets you where you are at, and takes you where you want to go. It blurs the lines 
between training and play, strength and flexibility, and empowers you to be better at what you 
love. The TRX uses tools and movements that challenge the entire body in every plane of 
motion for continual evolution in the training space.   

 Kinesis  
Designed in Italy, the Kinesis technology provides a combination of three dimensional strength 
and functional training to activate the entire body. The rotating system of cables supports a 
more intuitive, natural and interesting weight workout.   

 Aqua Coach (60 Minutes) *  
Water provides a resistive low impact environment, making it very effective for total body 
conditioning, rehabilitation and anyone with injuries or limitations. If you are committed to 
staying fit despite injuries, have never learnt to swim or would like to improve your swimming 
technique this session will be ideal.  

 

 Share: Most sessions can be shared as a couple. See pricelist for details.  
Package: Commit to your health and purchase a package of three, five or seven sessions. See 
pricelist for details.  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GROUP EXPERIENCES 

 Join in a group class and be motivated, stretched and inspired.  

 The Call of the Wild  
Surrounded by water and mountains an outdoor adventure beckons. Improve your fitness and 
have fun with kayaking, hiking or one of the other adventurous options listed on the daily 
schedule.   

 
Cycle Class  

This class brings pedals, people and passion together in the one class. Your instructor leads you 
through an indoor cycle class that is motivated by good music and the team spirit. The class 
simulates the experience of cycling outdoors through various terrains and intensities, which 
improves cardiovascular fitness, leg strength and focus.  

 
Boxing Class  

This fun class combines cardio drills and boxing combinations using focus pads and mitts. The 
class is designed for any level of fitness and is motivated by a tough and friendly instructor who 
will push you to meet the boundaries of both your mind and body. Boxing is one of the most 
effective methods to burn body fat, tone muscles, and build strength.  

 
Yoga  

Set in the fresh air amidst the beauty of our natural environment, this Yoga class weaves breath, 
movement and meditation into a sequence of postures that will leave you with a sense of grace 
and gratitude. The class will be adapted to the needs of participants and is excellent for 
beginners and intermediate levels.  

 
Pilates Mat  

This class is performed in a prone or supine position with slow movements and no equipment. 
Every Pilates move, is based on principles of concentration, control, fluidity, breath and balance. 
Pilates strengthens the core stability, improves posture and is very effective for back problems.  

 
Zumba  

This dance class fuses exotic rhythms set to high-energy Latin and international beats with easy 
to follow moves for a totally exhilarating experience. A wonderful class to lift the spirit, smile and 
reconnect to your body.   

 
Circuit Strength  
This resistance based circuit class will sculpt, tone and strengthen your entire body. You will 
move around a set of stations that work upper and lower body using low weights and high 
repetitions for maximum fat burning and muscle conditioning. Transform your body.  

 
CXWORX by Les Mills 

This sharp short workout combines the best of personal training with the energy of chart-topping 
music and the team spirit. Based on cutting edge research CXWORX combines core training, 
strength and function to challenge you beyond limit. It will help you run faster, play harder and 
stand stronger.  

  
 



GROUP EXPERIENCES 

 
Aqua Fitness 
This class happens in the low impact environment of water, which provides resistance against 
movements, making it very effective for total body conditioning, rehabilitation and anyone with 
injuries or limitations. Your instructor will take you through a series of drills to raise the heart rate, 
build strength and sweat without getting hot.  
 

Join in a group class and be rested, rebalanced and renewed.   

 Meditation Class  

Restore a sense of balance and peace with the help of a guided meditation. This mindfulness 
practice is for those who would like to learn about meditation or for the person that appreciates 
the guidance of an experienced practitioner. Slowing the mind has a profound effect on wellbeing, 
relieves anxiety and improves stress resilience.   

 Relaxation Class  

Yoga Nidra is a deep relaxation and guided meditation that is practiced while comfortably lying 
down with eyes closed. Guided to a state where you are totally relaxed yet conscious and aware, 
relaxation has a profound impact on your subconscious mind. Intuition and creativity are enhanced 
through this deep state of inner peace and relaxation. Learn the powerful art of rest to rejuvenate 
body and mind. 

 Stretch Classic  

Breathe your way to a more flexible body with a gentle stretch class that will release tension and 
induce relaxation. This is an excellent and necessary complement to all other forms of sport.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPA ETIQUETTE  

 Appointments 

Advance booking is highly recommended. Please visit the spa reception or contact our Spa 
Concierge on 07 4940 1971 or spa@oneandonlyhaymanisland.com.au  

 
Cancellations 

The time for your experience has been exclusively reserved for you; however we do understand 
that plans can change and in this event we request 8 hours notice to cancel your appointment. 
Regrettably without due notice the full charge of your scheduled treatment will be applied to 
your account. You may dial 07 4940 1971 to contact the spa concierge.  

 
Arrival  

Please note the arrival time written on your appointment card. Arriving to the spa at this time 
ensures you are not rushed and you can complete a consultation form, enjoy a welcome drink 
and pause for some moments in our relaxation space. You are of course welcome to arrive even 
earlier should you wish to enjoy the wet area or simply rest in the spa for longer. Please note: 
that your late arrival may compromise the full length of your treatment as we do endeavour to 
stay on schedule for each and every guest.  

 
Spa Attire  

Please wear whatever makes you feel comfortable. Upon arrival you will be provided with a 
personal locker, bathrobe, slippers and disposable underwear. Due to health regulations please 
wear swimwear when using the sauna or steam room.  

 
Age Requirements  

Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult.  

 
Health  

Your wellbeing is our priority. Therefore it is essential that we be informed of any health 
conditions that may affect your choice in treatments. Certain spa treatments are not 
recommended during the 1st trimester of pregnancy. Please discuss the various options 
available when scheduling your appointment.   

 
Privacy and Modesty 

Our caring and professional therapists respect your privacy and will keep personal information 
confidential. It is our intention to provide a safe and healing environment based on trust. You will 
always be appropriately draped to protect modestly during your treatment.   

 
Valuables  

We recommend that you leave your valuables and jewellery in the safe that is located in your 
room. The spa cannot take responsibility for personal items.  

 
Spa Manners 

The spa environment is one of peace and quiet. Please keep noise to a minimum and switch off 
mobile phones in respect to other spa guests who wish to relax.  

 



Feedback  

We value your feedback and greatly appreciate any comments you wish to share about your spa 
journey.  

 
Payment  

We accept eftpos and all major credit cards. In-house guests may charge spa and retail therapy 
to their account.  

 
Gift Vouchers  

Please speak to our spa concierge who will be happy to assist you in creating a spa experience 
gift voucher.  

 
Retail Therapy 

Find the perfect gift, or continue to nurture yourself with responsible skincare and the spa 
lifestyle when you return home. Gorgeous products and other feel good items are available for 
purchase at spa reception.   

 Spa Opening Hours  
The spa is open from 9am to 8pm. Appointments outside of these times can be arranged with 
advance notice.  

 

 


